We develop a theory of fast flows of entangled polymer melts incorporating the process of convective constraint release (CCR) as a local rearrangement of the entanglement tubes. Using a new formalism that simultaneously captures reptation, fluctuation motion of the chain, and Rouse motion of its tube, we show that the spurious maximum of shear stress as a function of shear rate, predicted by the original Doi-Edwards theory and other treatments of CCR, may be removed. The single chain (SANS) structure factor in shear flow is also predicted and compared to hitherto unexplained experimental data. The stress maximum is retained in the case of living polymeric micelles. [5] . Tube length fluctuations are very important for mildly entangled polymers, i.e., with the number of entanglements per chain M͞M e up to 20-40 (M is the molecular weight and M e is the entanglement molecular weight), and give rise to the M 3.4 viscosity law [3] . Tube stretching is important for shear rates larger than inverse Rouse time. Conventional constraint release, which is a release of constraints due to reptation of surrounding chains, was for a long time considered as a small correction to the pure reptation theory.
Since the original success of the Doi-Edwards tube theory of stress relaxation in polymer melts and solutions [1] , considerable effort in theoretical polymer physics has been directed toward improving the original model. Well-known modifications are the following: applications to branched polymers [2] , tube length fluctuations [3] , constraint release [4] , and chain stretching [5] . Tube length fluctuations are very important for mildly entangled polymers, i.e., with the number of entanglements per chain M͞M e up to 20-40 (M is the molecular weight and M e is the entanglement molecular weight), and give rise to the M 3.4 viscosity law [3] . Tube stretching is important for shear rates larger than inverse Rouse time. Conventional constraint release, which is a release of constraints due to reptation of surrounding chains, was for a long time considered as a small correction to the pure reptation theory.
However, one anomaly of the original tube model has remained stubbornly resistant to these efforts: the phenomenon of shear thinning is greatly overpredicted, resulting in a nonmonotonic variation of shear stress with shear rate, not seen in experiments on well-characterized polymer melts and entangled solutions (although it does seem to be present in entangled wormlike surfactant solutions -see below). The problem arises from the nearly perfect alignment of the tubes along the flow direction predicted by any model that includes only affine convection of tube segments. Recently, Marrucci [6] proposed a new type of constraint release arising from the convection of surrounding chains by the flow, which he called convective constraint release (CCR). In steady flows with deformation rates less than the inverse Rouse time, entangled polymers maintain the contour length of their tubes by continually retracting within them. As a chain retracts, its end may slip past a portion of some second chain, releasing what was previously an entanglement between them, and permitting motion of that second chain transverse to its tube. This mechanism becomes increasingly important with shear rate and at some point should dominate the chain motion. Marrucci suggested that CCR be taken into account by correcting the reptation time in the case of simple shear by 1͞t 1͞t d 1 b ᠨ g͗u x u y ͘, where u is the tangent vector of the primitive path, ᠨ g is the shear rate, and t d is the reptation time. Mead, Larson, and Doi [5] also incorporated CCR in a similar way in their set of constitutive equations for the tube orientation tensor and chain stretching. Both theories predict a final plateau of the steady state shear stress as a function of shear rate, but the plateau is approached from above for any reasonable value of the parameter b, i.e., stress maximum is still present. Therefore both theories predict flow curves leading to "shear banding" at ᠨ g * t 21
d , which is never observed in experiments on monodisperse linear polymers. A further drawback of these approaches is that information on the structure of the entangled chains is lost by allowing CCR to affect only the global stress relaxation time. This still leaves unexplained an important data set on the single chain structure factor in a sheared melt probed by small angle neutron scattering (SANS) [7] . One way to proceed might be to carry out simulations, yet a stochastic approach of Hua and Schieber [8] also predicted a weak stress maximum.
In this Letter, we report a microscopic theory of nonlinear melt flow, starting from a stochastic equation for the tube motion. The idea is to retain information about chain trajectories instead of working indirectly with dynamic equations for the stress and orientation tensor. This approach also allows us to make quantitative predictions about the single chain scattering function, and to develop a local theory for CCR. The main assumptions of the theory are (i) that CCR operates locally in reorienting chain segments both into and away from the flow direction, and (ii) that neither the number of tube segments per chain n ͑5͞4͒ ͑M͞M e ͒ nor the tube diameter a change. The first assumption endows the tube itself with a Rouse-like motion in which the local hopping rate is coupled to the global deformation rate via a single new parameter. The second (constant length) assumption will introduce a difference from ordinary Rouse-chain motion, and limits the validity of this work to the shear rate range 0 , ᠨ g , 3͑͞t e n 2 ͒ in which no chain stretching occurs. Here t e is the extrapolated reptation time of a single entanglement strand (t e t d ͞n 3 ). No single set of variables will be able to diagonalize the essential entangled modes of motion that determine polymer dynamics in our chosen regime, namely (i) chain reptation, (ii) chain retraction, (iii) tube-length fluctuation, and the new mode (iv) Rouse-tube motion. However, the theory is conveniently cast in a real-space notation for the tube trajectory R͑s, t͒ and its tangent curve R 0 ϵ ≠R ≠s , functions of curvilinear distance s from along the tube and time t. Our chains are monodisperse, containing n entanglements of tube diameter a. The (stochastic) equation of motion becomes
The first term describes affine convection of the tube segments. The second is the well-known reptation form in which the noise term displaces the chain along the tube and has a variance related to the curvilinear diffusion constant D, ͗Dj͑t͒Dj͑t 0 ͒͘ 2Dd͑t 2 t 0 ͒. The third term accounts for the retraction of the chain within the tube. It invokes a preaveraged approximation in which the relative velocity of chain and tube increases linearly from the chain center at s n͞2. The average retraction rate l appears as a prefactor with a time-dependent value set by the constant-length condition R n 0 jR 0 j ds na. The fourth term describes the new Rouse motion of the tube. It has exactly the same form of deterministic and stochastic noise terms as the usual Rouse equation for chains [1] , and they are coupled by the same fluctuation-dissipation relation: ,g͑s, t͒g͑s 0 , t 0 ͒ na 2 d͑s 2 s 0 ͒d͑t 2 t 0 ͒1. This is not because the system is "close to equilibrium" in a thermodynamic sense, since the rate n is not controlled by temperature, but by the rate of constraint release from other chains. Fluctuation-dissipation relation arises because the CCR rate determines both the effective elastic relaxation and the effective noise for the Rouse-like motion of the tube; this mimics a thermal Rouse object that is close to equilibrium. Counting the entanglement release rate of all chains from retraction and reptation gives a self-consistent relation n c n ͑l 1
The number c n is the only new parameter in our theory -c n 1 would correspond to one constraint release event giving rise to one local hop of an entanglement segment. We might therefore expect a rather smaller value than this, given the O͑10͒ number of chains involved in an entanglement [9] . In addition to these terms we are also able to account in a fuller formalism [10] for tube length fluctuations which endow chain ends with more rapid dynamics [3] . We include it in Ref. [10] as it has proved essential in accounting quantitatively for linear rheology, but omit it here for simplicity, since the essential features of the nonlinear response are not sensitive to it. Our nonlinear theory needs to reduce to a quantitative theory for the chain dynamics in linear response.
The real-space Langevin representation (1) is convenient for describing the physics, but not for performing calculations. Instead, we work with the matrix of Fouriertransformed (tensor) second moments of the chain tangent vectors R 0 ͑s, t͒ defined by
The average over the ensemble of trajectories renders the dynamics of the c pq deterministic, while retaining the ability to calculate both the full deviatoric stress tensor s ab
, the plateau modulus) and the single chain structure factor S͑q͒, which has a similarly computable but more complex expression. The real-space dynamic equation (1) induces a first-order equation of motion for the c pq of the form ≠ ≠t
where M ij and M ij are tensors whose components are simple algebraic functions of their indices [10] . The retraction rate l is chosen to keep the mean square contour length constant, which becomes equivalent to the simple condition P p trc pp 0. A decoupling approximation is applied to averages of l and R 0 to derive the equation of motion. We have solved the set of equations generated in shear flow for a range of n and shear rate, maintaining conditions in which we expect no significant chain stretching. Setting c n 0 generates a nonmonotonic shear stress response in steady flow, closely following standard DoiEdwards prediction. However, adding a small amount of local CCR such that c n . 0.06 removes the shear stress maximum entirely; instead the shear stress tends monotonically to a plateau at high shear rates (see Fig. 1 for results in the large n limit -for smaller n the response is very nearly the same, with shifts to G 0 and t d from rapid end-fluctuations). Increasing the rate of local CCR continues to enhance the shear stress at high shear rates, while decreasing it at low rates. The transient approach to the steady state exhibits a maximum for ᠨ The results displayed are extrapolations from numerical calculations on finite chain lengths n to the limit of large n.
observed in experiment (inset to Fig. 1 for high ᠨ g limit). The opposite behavior at low and high shear rates can be understood from the way CCR operates: At low rates the tube configurations are nearly isotropic, so the additional relaxation mechanism simply speeds up the return to equilibrium. However, at high rates the tubes are nearly aligned in the flow direction in the absence of CCR; introducing it generates buckles in the tube contour that protrude distances of order a in the flow gradient direction. Subsequent deformation of these buckles generates in turn immediate contribution to shear stress. We note that other approaches have introduced an artificial asymmetry in the operation of tube reorganization by CCR: It is tempting, but incorrect, to permit CR events to smooth local tube contour but not to roughen it [8] . In fact, at shear rates ᠨ g ϳ t 21
d there is only weak perturbation to the melt structure on the length scale of an entanglement strand so there is no reason to suppress the natural symmetry of tube-Rouse motion incorporated in Eq. (1). We expect the value of our phenomenological parameter c n coupling of chain retraction to CCR to be approximately c n Ӎ 0.1 because this corresponds to O͑10͒ retracting chains per tube-Rouse hop. This number compares favorably to the universal number of chains involved in a single entanglement [9] .
In our treatment we can also examine the single chain structure factor S͑q͒, as observable in neutron-scattering experiments from selectively deuterated chains. We have in mind an experiment in which a flow is suddenly stopped by quenching below the glass transition, and neutron scattering performed afterwards, as has been performed by Müller et al. [7] . A typical structure factor computed from our theory is shown in Fig. 2 (with the zero-CCR case in the upper left inset). Constraint release drastically changes the overall picture from tube theory without CCR: the degree of orientation decreases, and a q dependence of the orientation angle appears: contour lines of S͑q͒ at smaller q are more oriented in the flow-gradient direction than at larger q.
To compare these results with neutron scattering experiments, we can extract various quantities including the characteristic dimensions R max 2 ͑ ᠨ g͒ and R min 2 ͑ ᠨ g͒ in the major and minor principal directions, as well as the q dependent alignment angle b͑q, ᠨ g͒ between the major principal axis contours of S͑q͒ and the flow (x) direction. These quantities summarize the changes in dimension and orientation of typical chain conformations as a result of the flow, assuming that the contours of S͑q͒ are elliptical.
Our predictions for q-dependent alignment angle are in qualitative agreement with existing experiments [7] . As a function of shear rate, we find as in the experiments [7] that the limiting values b max b͑q 0͒ and b min b͑q 2p͞a͒ slowly approach an apparent limiting angle (upper right inset, Fig. 2 ). This is a direct result of CCR, and the value of this angle is in effect a measure of the hopping parameter c n . The original Doi-Edwards theory (c n 0) predicts b max b min 90. Increasing c n leads to a decrease in both b max and b min and an increasing in the difference between them, especially at high flow rate, quite different from the prediction without CCR (lower inset, Fig. 2 ). The angle b also depends on chain length: increasing n leads to an increase of the gap between b max and b min . Local CCR also gives rise to the apparent limiting anisotropy in the predicted radii of gyration. For example, both experiment and this theory agree that the mean square radius of gyration in the flow direction never grows by more than a factor of 3. In fact, neither Müller et al. nor any subsequent analysis have discussed the strong disagreement between the weakly anisotropic single-chain structure factor they measured and the tube-based theory without CCR. The real chains are much less oriented than the simple theory would suggest. But on incorporating CCR into the model, we are able simultaneously to account for the chain anisotropy and the rotation of the principal axis of the scattering pattern with q. The latter is a striking feature of the data, and is a direct consequence of the local Rouse "buckling" of the tube, and the convection of the perturbed structures so formed to longer length scales by the flow. This is the same process that led to the erasure of the shear stress maximum discussed above.
We have repeated our calculations with modifications for the case of living polymeric micelles [11] . This is important because for these entangled polymeric fluids there is strong experimental evidence that the Doi-Edwards stress maximum in shear flows exists, indicated by the phenomenon of "shear banding." Here, reptation and retraction along tubes play similar roles, modified only by fast breaking and joining reactions of the chains. Local CCR actually leads to a simpler formalism in this case, in which local tube properties are no longer dependent on the chain coordinate s [10] . We find that local CCR is much less effective in removing the stress maximum than in the case of polymer melts; the maximum persists until a value of c n Ӎ 0.3. This seems to be due to the equivalence of all tube segments in the micelle case. For fixed polymers the extra stress from convected "buckles" in the tube is weighted towards the center of the chain, where they live longest. This privileged position is not available to any micelle segment. In the physically reasonable range 0.06 , c n , 0.3 this theory is able to account for the simultaneous absence of a stress maximum in melts and its presence in living micelles.
All these results strongly suggest further experimental and theoretical work. In particular, the simultaneous measurement of single-chain scattering functions and stress in flowing melts will provide a strong test of the theory, as will quantitative measurements of stress transients under conditions of no chain stretching. Naturally for chains in experimental ranges of degree of entanglement, stretching becomes significant at shear rates not very much higher than those producing tube alignment. The addition of chain stretching is a natural next stage to the theoretical development.
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